absTracT: The rapid growth of computer networks has led to a proliferation of information security standards. To meet these security standards, some organizations outsource security protection to a managed security service provider (MSSP). However, this may give rise to system interdependency risks. This paper analyzes how such system interdependency risks interact with a mandatory security requirement to affect the equilibrium behaviors of an MSSP and its clients. We show that a mandatory security requirement will increase the MSSP's effort and motivate it to serve more clients. Although more clients can benefit from the MSSP's protection, they are also subjected to greater system interdependency risks. Social welfare will decrease if the mandatory security requirement is high, and imposing verifiability may exacerbate social welfare losses. Our results imply that recent initiatives such as issuing certification to enforce computer security protection, or encouraging auditing of managed security services, may not be advisable.
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Typically, the outsourcer . . . has a central operations room with lots of monitors displaying plenty of monitoring output. Oversubscribed staff attempt to process the barrage of alerts, but focus primarily on the top three to five clients listed on a whiteboard in the corner. If you aren't on the whiteboard, nobody is looking after your gear. [10] recenT reporTs Have underscored THe groWTH of securiTy ouTsourcing. For example, more than 30 percent of firms are now outsourcing some part of their security functions [30] . The managed security service provider (MSSP) market in North America is expected to hit a revenue of $3.9 billion in 2016 [50] . A recent survey found that 55 percent and 44 percent of firms are either outsourcing or planning to outsource, respectively, penetration tests and security assessments [40] . The security services that are outsourced range from managing firewalls to implementing security architecture [55] . Firms are also taking greater responsibility in meeting regulatory-driven security requirements, such as the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) or the gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. Indeed, many firms have highlighted regulatory compliance as a motivating factor for outsourcing; in particular, 77 percent of firms considered regulatory compliance to be either a "very important" or an "important" priority in their information security activities [40] .
Increasingly, firms are required to compare their information security activities to established performance expectations in security. This phenomenon, known as "base-lining" [56] , is mostly spearheaded by external forces, such as the government, professional organizations such as the Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) or the Information Systems Security Association (ISSA), and service providers [44] . An indirect consequence of base-lining is that the quality of the protected systems has to meet well-defined security requirements, such as reviewing access logs regularly, adopting clear reporting standards, and so forth. It may not be easy for firms to fulfill these security requirements. For example, the PCI DSS requires firms to conduct vulnerability scanning and penetration tests with a thirdparty qualified security assessor on a quarterly basis [48] . For firms that do not possess the know-how to manage their own information security functions, outsourcing the protection to an MSSP has become an attractive option [50, 53] . Besides having better expertise and state-of-the-art facilities, an MSSP enjoys economies of scale [49] and often provides complementary services, such as the detection and prevention of security breaches [12, 13] .
Despite its many advantages, information security outsourcing may homogenize the architecture or platform of the clients' security systems, which may effectively "endogenize" the security risks of all the clients [37] . Essentially, any security breach of a client may now spill over to other clients because of the shared architecture and/ or platform. As an illustrative example, in 2009, the Chinese government proposed that all personal computers be installed with the green Dam youth Escort (gDyE) software, which later was found to contain remotely exploitable vulnerabilities [57] . If a hacker could successfully penetrate one client's system and exploit the gDyE vulnerabilities, then it may be able to compromise the systems of thousands of other clients via the same vulnerabilities. In this case, the clients' systems became virtually "connected" via the use of the common gDyE software. Similarly, in 2010, a successful attack on the database of Silverpop, a popular e-mail service provider with more than 105 corporate clients, contributed to data losses of a number of Silverpop's clients, including McDonald's and Walgreen. It is arguable whether these data losses would have occurred if Silverpop had used a heterogeneous architecture to host its services.
Further, the MSSP may not always deliver a high quality of service. In 2005, CardSystems, which specializes in payment processing, suffered a theft of more than 40 million credit card numbers. Although CardSystems was certified by Savvis, a provider of managed computing and network services, and was believed to have followed the Cardholder Information Security Program (CISP), a later incident response analysis revealed that it did not comply with CISP [60] . The security breach had affected major clients of CardSystems, such as the Merrick Bank.
In 2009, seven restaurants in Louisiana and Mississippi filed a class-action lawsuit against radiant Systems and Computer World for selling them the Aloha point-of-sale (POS) systems, which were incorrectly described as compliant with the PCI DSS. The suit further alleged that poor business practices related to the Aloha systems had contributed to major data security breaches, which resulted in multiple cases of identity theft. These two examples suggest that the MSSP may not always deliver the promised service quality.
In this paper, we investigate how a mandatory security requirement, such as the gDyE, may affect the extent and benefit of information security outsourcing. In our problem, the clients can choose between outsourcing and in-house development. If they outsource, they would not be able to evaluate or monitor the MSSP's service. The information asymmetry between the clients and the MSSP may cause the MSSP to shirk its duty and provide substandard security quality. More importantly, the clients who outsource their protection to the MSSP may face system interdependency risks, which may offset the benefit that they obtain from the MSSP's better protection. Because the clients' outsourcing decisions are often driven by compliance, the mandatory security requirement is a critical variable that drives some of our key findings.
Our analysis shows that the clients may use the MSSP's service despite expecting the service quality to be lower than that specified in the service-level agreement (SLA). Such a decision is economically rational because of the need to satisfy the mandatory security requirement.
1 Overall, a stringent mandatory security requirement would shift the surplus from clients to the MSSP. Although it may induce the MSSP to work harder, it would also motivate the MSSP to serve more clients, which indirectly decreases social welfare by spawning a greater interdependency risk. 2 Our analysis shows that the common practice of auditing the MSSP's effort is less effective than liability-driven SLAs in enhancing social welfare. We make three contributions. First, we develop an integrated analytical framework that incorporates the key features of security outsourcing. This framework can be readily used to analyze different security initiatives and draw practical insights for firms in the security outsourcing business. Second, we show that recent security trends, such as the establishment of security protection standards or the auditing of MSSPs' services [39] , can actually reduce social welfare. Third, we extend existing theories in the economics of information security, credence goods, and asymmetric information [2, 3, 19, 20, 58] by critically assessing the robustness of their findings in view of several important contextual characteristics, such as interdependency between clients' systems, the presence of hackers who threaten the clients' information systems, and the presence of industry security regulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the related literature. We then present our main models and findings. We also extend the model to account for heterogeneous clients, competition, strategic hacking, and shirking clients. We draw managerial and policy implications, and conclude the paper in the last two sections.
related Literature
THere Has been a groWing body of LiTeraTure on the economics of information security (e.g., [11, 15, 21] ). In a pioneering work, gordon and Loeb [24] model the security investment problem from the welfare-maximizing firm's perspective, in which security investment would lead to reduced likelihood of security breach, but too high an investment would bring only marginal benefit. Hence, there exists an optimal investment level that maximizes the firm's profit. Since then, there has been a growing literature that specifically addresses information security investment [27, 32] . Similar to gordon and Loeb, our model also considers the trade-off between the probability of security breach and security protection efforts. We further allow the clients to outsource security protection to an MSSP, who enjoys greater efficiency in reducing the probability of security breaches. This allows us to extend the analysis in several meaningful ways. First, the clients and the MSSP are engaged in a principal-agent relationship and so information asymmetry becomes prevalent [16] . Second, system interdependency risks arise because the clients share the same security protection platform via the MSSP. Lastly, the possibility to outsource provides an alternative solution for the clients to fulfill the mandatory security requirement.
The literature on information security outsourcing has often assumed that an MSSP will honestly serve the clients (e.g., [17, 18] ). In reality, such an assumption may not hold with information asymmetry because clients often cannot fully inspect the quality of the MSSP's service, which could lead to a shirking of responsibility on the part of the MSSP. Our setting, where the MSSP's protection effort is related to security breach probability, and the fact that the MSSP is liable for the client's damage when protection fails, is commonly seen in the product failure and insurance literature (e.g., [46, 51, 52] ). Also, the use of software or system liability as an incentive mechanism in managing security risks has been widely proposed (e.g., [4, 31, 47] ). For example, August and Tunca [6] analyze the impact of different liability policies on software vulnerability and derive the conditions under which loss liability and patch liability can be effective. They found that patch liability is an effective policy when the software vulnerabilities are not exploited by the attackers immediately. 3 We extend this stream of work by considering how liability should be provided in the presence of system interdependency risks.
A small stream of research has highlighted the importance of system interdependency risks. Kunreuther and Heal [33] examine firms' optimal decisions regarding security investment when their risks are interdependent. When the number of firms increases, firms have more incentive to underinvest in security. Varian [54] suggests that such behavior is a type of free-riding, much like that observed in the provision of public goods. yue et al. [59] examine the decisions on how a firm should distribute its security resources between system-specific versus general security protections. Although general protections may curb external attacks, system-specific protections alleviate the threat of system interdependency risks. August and Tunca [5] model interdependency risk arising on the user side due to unpatched software. They discuss the impact of policies such as mandatory patching, patching rebate, and usage tax in managing security risks. In our problem, we restrict system interdependency risks to only clients who are outsourcing to the MSSP (because then they share the same security platform) and analyze how the clientele and quality decisions of the MSSP affect the overall risks of the clients and social welfare.
There is also a growing literature on policy and mechanism design in information security. ghose and rajan [23] consider the economic effect of regulatory information disclosure on firms' security investment, whereby mandatory security disclosure could motivate firms to make optimal production decisions. Lee et al. [34] consider the impact of security standardization when such initiatives can only partially cover the overall security effort in an organization. While security standardization could be done only under verifiable control, Lee et al. found that such standardization could lead to suboptimal results with unverifiable control. Our model also considers a mandatory security requirement (also known as "standardization"), but in a setting whereby shirking of responsibility is possible on both the MSSP's and the client's side.
Basic Model
We sTarT WiTH a simpLe modeL and exTend iT to include other important features of security outsourcing such as system interdependency, strategic hacking, and competition in later sections. Our basic model encompasses the following assumptions: Assumption 6 ensures that the analysis will not arrive at a corner solution. If av > c s , then the expected loss to the client is excessive, to the extent that she will always engage the highest level of security protection, q = 1. This case is not interesting, and thus we exclude it from the analysis. Figure 1 presents the game sequence.
If the client did not protect her system, her utility would be u 0 = (1 -a)v. If the client developed the protection in-house, her expected utility would be
where q k denotes the security quality from in-house development. 4 Differentiating u k with respect to q k , the optimal security quality, q k * = av /c k . By Assumptions 4 and 6, 0 ≤ q k * ≤ 1. The utility of the client from in-house development is then 
Since u k * > u 0 , u k * is the client's reservation utility. If the client outsourced the protection, her net utility is
where p denotes the price charged by the MSSP and q s denotes the quality of the MSSP's protection, which is not observable to the client. The second term in Equation (2) is the expected compensation receivable by the client. The MSSP's profit is
To induce the client to choose his service, the MSSP has to ensure that the client is no worse off than getting the reservation utility, that is, u s ≥ u k 
The proofs of all the results are in the Appendix. By Equations (1) and (4), u s * = u k * . Because p * > 0, the availability of the security service improves social welfare. This is obvious because, by assumption, it is more cost-effective for the MSSP to develop the protection than the client. Further, because Assumptions 7 and 8 apply to settings whereby the mandatory security requirement is enforced by third-party certifications. For example, a firm may deploy internal programmers to develop the ISO 27000 requirements. To complete the certification processes, however, its effort will be subject to controls and audits by the relevant certification bodies. By contrast, if a client outsources her protection to a certified MSSP, she could fulfill her security obligation (despite not being able to verify the MSSP's effort). With Assumption 8, the MSSP could offer a lower level of security quality than that specified in the service contract ("shirk") if it is in his best interest to do so. 5 To analyze the impact of imposing q _ , we need to consider two cases: 
The mandatory security requirement is immaterial because it is lower than what the client would choose with in-house
, that is, a high mandatory security requirement decreases the reservation utility that the client could obtain from in-house development. 6 In case (ii), to attract the client, the MSSP must ensure that the client gets at least her (new) reservation utility, u¬ k * . By Equations (2) and (6), the constraint on price and
Following a similar analysis as leading to Lemma 1, our first proposition follows: By Equations (5) and (8) and so the MSSP earns a higher profit when q _ is high. By Equations (4) and (7),
and so the client's expected utility decreases. Accordingly, by moving from Lemma 1 to Proposition 1, we see that the mandatory security requirement is immaterial when it is low (q _ ≤ av /c k ), but when it is high (q _ > av /c k ), it facilitates the earning of a higher profit by the MSSP. The mandatory security requirement will not change the equilibrium service quality, which is always av /c s whether q _ is imposed or not. Figures 2 and 3 plot how the client's utility and MSSP's profit vary with q _ . 7 Further, by Equations (4) and (7), du s * /da = -v(1 -(av / c k )) < 0 and du¬ s * /da = -v(1 -q _ ) < 0, and so the client always prefers the attack probability, a, to be small. By contrast, by Equations (5) and (8), dp
So, the MSSP actually prefers the attack probability to increase when there is no mandatory security requirement or when the mandatory security requirement is low.
When q _ is immaterial (i.e., Proposition 1a), the MSSP makes a profit mostly from his superior cost efficiency relative to the client, the scale of which increases as the threat from the hacker, a, increases. On the other hand, if q _ > av/c s is high, by rearranging Equation (8) The first term is identical to p * in Equation (5) and represents the MSSP's profit due to his superior cost efficiency, which increases in a. The second term is the supranormal profit due to the fact that the MSSP could shirk but not the client. As a increases, the client would prefer a higher level of security protection, and so the gap between q _ and av / c k (the security level that the client would choose with in-house development) decreases, which implies that the second term decreases in a. Whether p¬ * increases or decreases in a then depends on the balance of these two terms. When q _ > av/c s , the second term prevails. The MSSP would prefer the attack probability to decrease.
The condition q _ > av / c s in Proposition 1b corresponds to a situation where the client deliberately shifts the compliance responsibility to the MSSP by security outsourcing. The client knows that the MSSP will shirk and underprovide security quality relative to the mandatory security requirement, q _ , but she is willing to pay for his service because she knows that her threat from a hacker attack is not high enough to justify developing q _ internally. In other words, the client simply pays others to help her satisfy the mandated requirement. As is clear from Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, u s * + p * = u¬ s * + p¬ * . So, the mandatory security requirement does not affect social welfare.
Finally, the model presented here can be easily generalized to n clients if the clients are homogeneous and independent, the MSSP's cost of serving multiple clients exhibits constant economies of scale, and there is no resource constraint. The independence assumption ensures that the MSSP's optimization problem is separable among the n clients. The homogeneity and the lack of resource constraint assumptions ensure that Multiple Interdependent Clients in a neTWorKed economy, computer systems are interdependent [33] . A compromise in one part of a network can spill over to other computers in the same network. For example, a successful attack at one client's system may cause the MSSP to halt his entire network to ensure that the problem does not propagate. Other clients may also need to check their log files to ensure that there has not been any unauthorized access/ damage to their data. To capture this negative spillover, we modify Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4: As before, a client's expected utility from in-house development is given by Equation (1). Due to the system interdependency, the MSSP may choose not to serve all n clients. Let there be m ≤ n clients using the MSSP's service. 10 Suppose that client j, j = 1, ..., m, outsourced her protection to the MSSP. Her expected utility is denotes the expected loss of client j. The first term in L j is the probability that the hacker directly and successfully hacked client j's system. The second term in L j is the expected number of security breaches among the other m -1 MSSP's clients, multiplied by the spillover (externality) factor, e. 11 given m clients, the MSSP's total profit would be
To attract the clients to use his service, the prices and liabilities have to satisfy u s,j ≥ u k
The following lemma characterizes the solution to this problem:
Lemma 2: In equilibrium, the MSSP will set price and liability such that 
Comparing Lemma 2 with Lemma 1, with system interdependency, the clients' utility does not change but the MSSP earns a lower profit per client. System interdependency increases the threat faced by the MSSP's clients. In order to attract the clients, the MSSP has to ensure that they get at least the in-house development reservation utility, u k * . So, the MSSP has to internalize the losses arising from system interdependency, which can be achieved by compensating clients whose systems are not directly hacked for harms that they suffer due to spillovers from others.
Further, because the MSSP has to internalize the expected losses due to system interdependency, he will raise the quality of security protection for his clients. Ironically, despite the fact that system interdependency increases the MSSP's clients' threats, it also enhances their protection against direct hacking. The MSSP's clients may suffer from others' security breaches, but their own systems will be less likely to be directly hacked now. 12 We next investigate the implications of imposing a mandatory security requirement. With Assumptions 7 and 8, Lemma 2 will continue to hold if q _ ≤ q k * = av/c k . If q _ > av/c k , the clients' reservation utility is again given by Equation (6) . The prices and liabilities must satisfy 
The utility of the m¬ * clients is the same as in Equation (7) Here again, if the mandatory security requirement is high (q _ > av/c k ), the clients' utility will decrease (see Figure 2 ) because the cost needed to attain such a high requirement exceeds the threat from the hacker. unlike the single client case, however, the mandatory security requirement will also change the equilibrium service quality when the MSSP's clients' systems are interdependent, as summarized in the following proposition: , and the number of clients outsourcing to the MSSP, m¬ * , vary with q _ . The mandatory security requirement increases the effort needed for in-house development, and so it decreases the clients' bargaining power against the MSSP. The MSSP's profit from serving each client would increase, and so he will serve more clients. This increases the overall risk to the MSSP's network due to system interdependency. To ensure that the compensation for security breaches is not excessive, the MSSP will increase his security protection efforts. Hence, the mandatory security requirement will cause more clients to suffer indirect harms from others' security breaches (m¬ * > m * ), but it will reduce the probability of their systems being directly hacked (q¬ * > q * ). Interestingly, the mandatory security requirement makes the MSSP work harder not because he has an incentive to fulfill the requirement, but because it increases his liability by sending him more clients.
By Proposition 2, the clients who outsource to the MSSP may be variously better or less well protected relative to q _ . Although a high q _ increases the protection of some clients (and more clients) against direct hacking (q¬ s * and m¬ * increase when q _ > av/c k ), it decreases the expected net utility of all clients. From the MSSP's clients' perspective, the gain from the MSSP's protection is offset by the additional threat from the negative spillovers arising from joining an interdependent system. The next proposition shows that such a high mandatory security requirement decreases social welfare too: . When q _ > av/c k , by Proposition 2, n -m¬ * clients will not be able to outsource and so the high mandatory security requirement would force them to spend more in-house effort. Such extra efforts are socially excessive. Further, by Proposition 3, the high mandatory security requirement would motivate the MSSP to serve more clients. Although more clients can now enjoy the MSSP's superior cost efficiency, they also increase the size of the MSSP's network and so increase the system interdependency risks to all outsourcing clients. The MSSP must work harder to protect his clients. This increases the MSSP's cost and so decreases social welfare as well.
Intuitively, one might think that a high mandatory security requirement should enhance social welfare because it induces the clients and the MSSP to work harder. Propositions 2 and 4, however, indicate otherwise: if the mandatory security requirement is low, it will not affect the equilibrium behaviors; if it is high, then it will expand the MSSP's clientele, which increases the system interdependency risk and Proposition 4 further characterizes the negative interaction between system interdependency and the mandatory security requirement. By the analysis of the basic model, specifically, Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, without system interdependency, the MSSP will always serve all the clients by supplying the same quality of service. Imposing a mandatory security requirement will only affect the payment from the clients to the MSSP, and it will not affect the equilibrium outcomes. However, when the MSSP's network exhibits system interdependency, the threat from the hacker to his clients will be amplified. To limit the expected losses of his clients (and to maximize his price), the MSSP will restrict his "output" (i.e., serve fewer clients), which tends to decrease the harm due to spillovers of security breaches. Imposing a high mandatory security requirement, however, will provide a wrong incentive-it encourages the MSSP to serve more clients, which increases the system interdependency risks. The MSSP then has to work harder to address such risks, therefore social welfare decreases. Accordingly, if system interdependency is prevalent (e.g., when an MSSP uses a common set of technology or platform to serve all the clients), imposing a high security requirement is generally not advised. 14 
Verifiability
So far our analysis has assumed that the clients cannot verify the MSSP's protection efforts. Prior studies have shown that verifiability plays an instrumental role in facilitating efficient service quality and social welfare [19] . We now investigate if a mandatory security requirement would affect this conclusion. In particular, if the clients can verify the MSSP's effort, then the MSSP will not be able to shirk and must supply the quality of service specified in the service contract. We modify Assumption 8 as follows: Figure 6 . Equilibrium Social Welfare referring to Proposition 2b, when the mandatory security requirement, q _ ≤ Tè av/c s , the MSSP will always truthfully supply the optimal service quality, and so verifiability has no impact on the equilibrium outcome. When q _ > Tè av/c s and the MSSP cannot shirk, he must now supply q¬ s * = q _ instead of Tè av/c s . Perhaps not surprisingly, the inability of the MSSP to choose an optimal q¬ s * implies a reduction in profit as well as social welfare. The next proposition summarizes the outcome of this scenario: Without verifiability, when q _ > Tè av/c s , by Proposition 2, the MSSP will shirk by supplying a lower quality service, q¬ s * = Tè av/c s . This decreases the MSSP's costs and so increases his profit. With verifiability, the MSSP could no longer exploit his clients by shirking. Instead, the MSSP must diligently supply q _ , which increases his cost and erodes his profit. The MSSP's effort will be socially excessive because the threat faced by the clients does not call for q¬ s * = q _ . Accordingly, imposing verifiability would cause the MSSP to work too hard, which decreases social welfare.
Assumption 8 ′: The client must invest up to q _ if she develops the protection inhouse. The client can verify the MSSP's effort if she outsources the protection.
Hence, from a social welfare perspective, it is not advisable for the clients to verify or audit the MSSP's effort. Shirking could be good for the society when the security risk is low and when the clients are mandated to have a higher level of security protection. Figure 7 summarizes the equilibrium outcomes with/without verifiability under different mandatory security requirements. The shaded areas correspond to the setting with social welfare losses. Figure 8 plots the social welfare outcomes. It is clear that only our main configuration, without verifiability, would achieve the social optimum for all levels of q _ . 15 Because of asymmetric information, clients often cannot ascertain whether the MSSP will work hard. To address such uncertainty, an increasingly popular practice is to engage security service auditing [39] . Our analysis shows that such auditing may in fact decrease social welfare when there exists a high mandatory security requirement.
We conclude this section by stating the impact if the MSSP cannot commit to compensating the clients in the event of security breaches. Without the compensation, the MSSP will always shirk after the clients have decided to outsource the protection to him. The clients rationally expect this, and so in most cases they would rather choose to develop the security protection in-house. Nevertheless, when the mandatory security requirement is excessively high, the clients may find that it is cheaper to engage the MSSP to satisfy the requirement. Hence, the clients may even be willing to pay the MSSP despite knowing that he will not work hard to protect them. Overall, the social welfare always decreases when the MSSP cannot commit to compensate his clients. Hence, in information security outsourcing, liability (e.g., by including damage-tied compensation terms in the SLA) may play a more important role than auditing. 
Extensions
We assess THe robusTness of our findings by relaxing several assumptions in the above analysis. For each of the following extensions we use the model with system interdependency, e, and mandatory security requirement, q _ , as the benchmark.
Heterogeneous Clients
We first consider the case with heterogeneous clients. Specifically, we modify Assumptions 1′ and 5 as follows: Assumption 5′ ensures that the MSSP could assess the reservation utility of the clients, so he does not need to practice indirect price discrimination (e.g., segmenting the clients with incomplete information about their valuations) [41] . Considering indirect price discrimination will complicate the analysis without giving much insight into the influence of a mandatory security requirement. In any case, the MSSP often needs to conduct on-site preassessments before committing to serving the clients. 16 So, it is reasonable to assume that the MSSP knows the clients' values.
Similar to the analysis in the previous section, if client type t, t = 0, 1, developed the security protection in-house, her net utility would be u k,t = (1 -a)v t + (1/2)((av t ) 2 /c k ) if q _ < av t /c k and u k,t = (1 -a)v t + av t q _ -(1/2)c k q _ 2 otherwise. Suppose that in equilibrium the MSSP would serve m 1 high-type and m 0 low-type clients. Then, if client j of type t outsources the protection to the MSSP, her expected net utility would be 
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It is straightforward to show that, in equilibrium, (18) t = 0, 1. Hence, the two types of clients will receive a different quality of service. Similar to the case with homogeneous clients, the MSSP's clients will receive better protection against direct hacking because the MSSP will work extra hard to internalize the losses that arise from system interdependency. By Equation (17), the MSSP's extra effort is a function of the number of each type of clients that he serves, weighted by their valuations for their systems, v t . Further, by Equation (18), the two types of clients are substitutes for the MSSP; if he serves more type t clients, then he will serve fewer 1 -t type clients. Note that Equations (17) and (18) are direct generalizations of the solutions in Lemma 2 and Proposition 2, and so our basic conclusions remain unchanged. If the mandatory security requirement is sufficiently high to the extent that q _ > av 1 /c k , then both m 0 * and m 1 * will increase, that is, the MSSP will serve more clients of both types. By Equation (17) , the service quality, q
, is a positive function of m 0 * and m 1 * , and so it will unambiguously increase too. 17 Because a high security requirement, q _ > av 1 /c k , would motivate the MSSP to serve more clients, which is the key reason driving the expected social losses arising from spillovers, and hence, the results in Proposition 4, the incorporation of client heterogeneity will not change our conclusions. A high mandatory security requirement will decrease social welfare, particularly with system interdependency.
Competition
We next explore the consequence of introducing competition. We modify Assumption 1′ by allowing for z identical MSSPs in the market and keep all the other assumptions. We use the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium concept.
Suppose that z is sufficiently large to the extent of perfect competition. Then, the MSSPs must price their service at marginal cost [19] and therefore earn zero profit. In this case, the MSSPs will not be able to exploit their clients even when there is a high mandatory security requirement. Accordingly, for each
. Substituting p j into Equation (9) and maximizing, all MSSPs will choose q c * = (av/c s )[1 + e(m c * -1)]. Since the expected loss due to system interdependency increases in m, without other sources of heterogeneity, we will have the same m c * = n /z among all z MSSPs. 18 All the clients will outsource their security protection. Social welfare will be maximized.
Next, if the market is an oligopoly with only a few MSSPs to the extent that zm= * ≤ n, then the results in Proposition 2 apply. Each MSSP will serve an "island" of m= * clients. The MSSPs will fully exploit the pricing power granted to them by a high mandatory security requirement, and so they will serve too many clients, which escalates the system interdependency risks. relative to the case with one MSSP, social welfare will increase because more MSSPs could make a profit. But it will still be lower than that in perfect competition because some excluded clients will work too hard, whereas the outsourcing clients will face excessive risks of system spillovers.
Finally, if zm= * > n but the competition is not keen enough (i.e., z is not so large) to drive the MSSPs' price down to marginal cost, then the equilibrium may feature mixed strategies over m, p (and so b), and q, and all the clients will outsource to the MSSPs. We leave the exploration of such a mixed strategy equilibrium to future research. Nevertheless, as long as the MSSPs cannot fully exploit their pricing power, the social welfare in this scenario should lie between the perfect competition and the oligopoly cases. Overall, competition tends to weaken the (negative) social welfare impact of a high mandatory security requirement, but it may not completely undo the "damage" of such a requirement. 19 
Strategic Hacking
We now endogenize the hacker's choice of attack coverage, A [11, 15, 35, 42] . We follow the structure in Hausken [26] and Png and Wang [42] and modify Assumption 2′ as follows: 
The first term in Equation (19) 
Together with Equations (11) and (12) 
Differentiating with respect to A, we have
Together with Equations (14) and (15) The explicit solutions to the above problems are intractable. However, from the implicit functions, we could draw the following conclusions: 20 a. ∂A * /∂q s < 0, ∂Aè * /∂q s < 0, ∂A * /∂q k < 0, and ∂Aè * /∂q k = 0. So, the hacker's attack would generally decrease with the clients' and MSSP's protection efforts. b. ∂A * /∂m < 0 and ∂Aè * /∂m < 0 if and only if q s ≥ q _ . In other words, the likelihood of the hacker's attack decreases with the size of the clientele of the MSSP only if the MSSP works hard. If the MSSP shirks by undersupplying quality relative to q _ , the hacker would actually tend to launch more attacks as more clients outsource to the MSSP. c. When q _ ≤ av/c k , that is, the mandatory security requirement is not binding, (∂/∂A)(∂u k /∂q k ) > 0 and (∂/∂A)(∂p /∂q s ) > 0. In other words, the MSSP's and the clients' efforts increase with the hacker's attack. The sign of (∂/∂A)(∂p/∂m) is, however, ambiguous. d. When q _ > av/c k , that is, the mandatory security requirement is binding, (∂/∂A)(∂u¬ k /∂q k ) = 0 and (∂/∂A)(∂p¬ /∂q s ) > 0. The clients who are not outsourcing will not be affected by a marginal change in A because they have to choose q _ anyway. The MSSP's effort increases with the hacker's attack. Further, (∂/∂A)(∂p¬ /∂m) > 0. Therefore, the number of clients served by the MSSP also increases with the hacker's attack. e. When q _ > av/c k , ∂Aè * /∂q _ < 0. That is, if the mandatory security requirement is binding, further increasing it could indeed decrease the hacker's attack.
The effect characterized in (e) tends to counteract the welfare-reducing effect of q _ in Proposition 4. A high mandatory security requirement may decrease social welfare because of the strategic responses of the MSSP and of the clients to deploy excessive protections. These strategic behaviors, however, do decrease the success rate of attacks, and hence will dissuade the hacker from launching more attacks, which may increase social welfare. The net effect of such a high q _ on social welfare is ambiguous.
However, the above analysis rests on the assumption that the hacker can choose to attack any number of clients. What if the hacker faces a binding resource constraint (e.g., time taken to study the clients' systems and network configurations) so that there is an upper limit of number of clients that it can attack, A ÿ , A ≤ A ÿ << n? If A ÿ is binding, then the hacker's strategic responses in Equations (20) and (22) become irrelevant. It will always choose the maximum attack intensity, A ÿ . The welfare-enhancing effect of a reduced A due to the MSSP's and the clients' strategic responses to the mandatory security requirement, q _ , that we characterized in (e) above will become moot. Then, obviously, Proposition 4 applies. Imposing a high q _ will decrease social welfare particularly when the MSSP's clients' systems are interdependent. A high mandatory security requirement may enhance social welfare only when the hacker has slack resources. 21 Finally, what if the hacker is thrill-seeking in the sense that it attacks the clients' systems for pleasure, and it responds by more attacks if the defense put up at the MSSP's/clients' side is stronger [26] , which would obviously decrease social welfare. It will be undesirable to impose a high mandatory security requirement, q _ , in the presence of such a hacker.
Shirking Clients
We have assumed that the MSSP can shirk but the clients cannot. What if it is the opposite, that is, the clients can shirk but the MSSP cannot? Obviously, if q _ ≤ av/c k , then Lemma 2 applies because q _ is not binding. The MSSP will supply the optimal service quality, q s * = Tav/c s > av/c k ≥ q _ . If q _ > av/c k and the clients can shirk, then the clients will simply ignore the mandatory security requirement. So, by Equation (1), their reservation utility becomes u k
/c k ) for all levels of q _ , and by Equations (1) and (9), the pricing constraint is always
Accordingly, Lemma 2 will also apply for all av/c k < q _ ≤ Tav/c s .
Next, if q _ > Tav/c s , that is, the mandatory security requirement exceeds what the MSSP will supply voluntarily, then the situation is similar to the setting with verifiability (where the MSSP must also work hard), except that the MSSP's price for serving each client is subject to a tighter constraint because the clients now have a higher reservation utility, u k * . So, as in Proposition 5, if there is a high mandatory security requirement, q _ > Tav/c s , and the MSSP cannot shirk but the clients can, then the MSSP's profit and social welfare will decrease.
Finally, if we allow both the MSSP and the clients to shirk, then the mandatory security requirement is immaterial. The results in Lemma 2 apply directly.
In fact, our analysis can be conceptually organized as follows: the basic setting with no mandatory security requirement (denote that setting as "no req") gives rise to Lemma 2, which also gives the first-best social welfare. Proposition 2 builds on "no req" by imposing q _ and allowing the MSSP to shirk (denote it as "MSSP shirk"). The analysis of verifiability (Proposition 5) builds on "MSSP shirk" by removing the shirking option from the MSSP (denote it as "diligent"). The analysis here also builds on "MSSP shirk" by removing the shirking option from the MSSP and giving it to the clients (denote this setting as "clients shirk"). Then, Proposition 4 states that the social welfare in "no req" ≥ that in "MSSP shirk." Proposition 5 says that the social welfare in "MSSP shirk" ≥ that in "diligent," and the result in this section indicates that the social welfare in "no req" ≥ that in "clients shirk." Figure 9 shows how the social welfare may vary with q _ in these four scenarios. 22 Clearly, the social welfare is highest if we do not impose a high mandatory security requirement.
Implications our main resuLTs indicaTe THaT WHen cLienTs are Less capabLe of information security protection, and when they are mandated to enhance their protection, they may outsource to an MSSP despite knowing that he will shirk and underprovide quality. The benefit of such outsourcing, however, may be offset by the interdependency risks [33] that arise when the MSSP serves multiple clients. With system interdependency, a mandatory security requirement may distort the clients' and the MSSP's equilibrium behaviors and cause undue social welfare losses.
We found that a stringent mandatory security requirement would shift the surplus from clients to the MSSP, which would cause the MSSP to expand his service coverage to more clients. This could be socially detrimental when the clients' systems become interconnected after outsourcing to the MSSP. To some extent, the MSSP's network becomes a "single point of failure"-any security breach of a node may spill over to others. 23 Although the MSSP would exert more effort to protect each of his clients when the size of his network grows, the benefit of such additional efforts will be offset by the increased threat from system spillovers.
There has been a greater call for mandatory security requirements to stem the tide of widespread security concerns. For instance, the Chinese government had proposed that every personal computer (PC) sold in China should be preinstalled with the gDyE software, which was designed to filter content downloaded to the PC. The way gDyE works is similar to antivirus software. Once installed, it will automatically download a list of prohibited sites from an online database and record users' data. However, it has been found that gDyE itself introduces "remotely exploitable vulnerabilities" [57] . It contains programming errors, which "allow malicious sites to steal private data, send spam, or enlist the PC in a botnet" [57] . The proposed requirement was subsequently eliminated for all home computers because of widespread objections.
Another mandatory security initiative proposed by the industry was to apply the public health model to the Internet [14, 44] . The idea is that computing devices should be granted access to the Internet only if consumers can demonstrate that they are "healthy" (i.e., free of viruses, spyware, and other security vulnerabilities). Consumers must use well-accepted protection mechanisms to secure their computing resources. An infrastructure of "health certificates" can be used to notarize the security check. It is further suggested that "access providers and other organizations must have a way to request health certificates and take appropriate action based upon the information provided" [14, p. 6] .
Our analysis suggests that these initiatives should be exercised with caution. Although mandatory security requirements such as the gDyE or "certification of inoculation" may force more clients to outsource and thus help realize cost savings and a higher level of protection, it also opens them to interdependency risks. It is important to recognize system interdependency as a countervailing factor in security outsourcing.
We also examined the impact of a commonly used measure in information security outsourcing-verifiability [19] . Auditing MSSPs' behaviors (verifiability) has often been regarded as being important for clients. Although verifiability has been found to ensure social efficiency in the contexts of many other credence goods such as medical treatments or mechanical repairs [19] , our analysis suggests that we should not impose it in managed security services. The point of departure here is that the "treatment"-a high level of security protection-is mandatory, which will cause excessive protection and outsourcing. The irony is that verifiability would then remove any room for an MSSP to shirk, which generates socially excessive protection.
Our analysis shows that a carefully examined liability, one that is determined according to the expected risk of the clients, would suffice to motivate the MSSP to serve clients efficiently. Ex post compensations may outperform auditing in facilitating security outsourcing. 24 Finally, we have extended our model by including a heterogeneous mixture of clients, competition, strategic hacking, and shirking clients, and showed that our main conclusions are robust with respect to these variations.
Conclusions
informaTion TecHnoLogy ouTsourcing is inHerenTLy cosTLy-the outsourcer typically needs to invest significant efforts to search for, contract with, and continuously manage a service provider [8] . Notwithstanding these obvious cost considerations, in the case of information security, encouraging too much outsourcing by imposing mandatory security requirements may not be good for the society. It is important to understand the motivations and implications of information security outsourcing before we could devise a proper environment to realize its potential benefits. This study serves just such a purpose.
Our analysis can be extended in multiple ways. We have assumed a monopoly security outsourcing market. Although we have examined the implications of competition, it would be more general to consider heterogeneous MSSPs in terms of their cost structure or security expertise, or perhaps their reputations. Also, we have assumed that the clients can estimate their own risks and therefore know the level of security protection that they need. A full analysis of information security as a credence good should consider settings whereby the clients do not know what they need. It would be important to incorporate the quality of diagnosis in such a setting. It would be interesting to see if a mandatory security requirement and liability would produce similar conclusions in such a setting, too.
Lastly, the success of information security outsourcing arguably rests not only on the MSSPs' but also on the clients' efforts. For example, if the clients do not properly secure their internal computer accounts or transmission media, which connect their systems to an MSSP's network, then their systems will be vulnerable regardless of how much effort the MSSP invests to strengthen security. How the strategic interaction between the MSSP and his clients shapes the quality of a security system, and how the threats posed by malicious hackers affect such strategic interaction, are important questions for future research. noTes 1. This result is consistent with industry observations that firms often expend little effort to monitor the MSSP. In particular, only 20 percent of firms in the technology, media, and telecommunications industries would audit their outsourcing service providers' activities [36] . Two-fifths of large organizations do not include security provisions in their outsourcing contracts at all, including many whose MSSPs are hosting highly confidential information [29] .
2. In fact, anecdotal evidence has shown that security outsourcing may not necessarily lead to better security. A recent industry report has indicated that many firms in the united Kingdom believe that their security has neither improved nor deteriorated after using the external services [29] . The Australian Business Assessment of Computer user Security (ABACuS) survey has found that businesses that outsource their computer security are more likely to report breach of security incidents [45] . In this paper, social welfare is defined as the sum of client utility and MSSP's profit.
3. The literature has also considered cyber insurance as a means to manage information security risks but has mostly concluded that it is ineffective [9] . For a detailed discussion, see Bandyopadhyay et al. [7] .
4. Our formulation of client utility, which characterizes the expected loss as the product of the threat of attack, a, security vulnerability, 1 -q k , and monetary value, v, is similar to that in gordon and Loeb [24] . Throughout this paper we use the subscripts k for the client and s for the MSSP.
5. Mandatory security requirement is now quite common among organizations. For example, the European union Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC requires firms to take reasonable measures to secure data from potential abuses. In the united States, the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 requires each federal agency to provide appropriate security protection for its systems. The gramm-Leach-Bliley Act requires financial institutions to protect the security of customer data. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act requires health care providers to adopt appropriate administrative and technical protections of consumers' health information. In the private sector, the ISO 27000 series requires firms to design and implement good information security management systems. Some professional associations, such as the ISM3 Consortium, are now promoting security maturity models (SMMs) that encompass various sets of security performance targets and systems configurations. In the Shirking Clients extension below we consider the scenario when the client can also shirk with in-house development.
6. We add a breve, ˘, for all results with a mandatory security requirement. 7. We used the following parameters to generate Figures 2 and 3: c s = 1, c k = 2, and v = 10. Further, for Figures 4-6, we added n = 15, A = 0.5, and e = 0.01 (refer to the discussion in the next section).
8. We assume that e is sufficiently small and that security outsourcing is feasible in the presence of system interdependency. Specifically, e < (1/(n -1))((c s /av) -1), which, as we shall see below, ensures that q ≤ 1.
9. For example, the MSSP needs to study each client's system and devise corresponding procedures and/or adjustments to integrate the security protection functions.
10. Since the clients and the MSSP have common knowledge on all the model parameters, in equilibrium the clients will rationally expect the MSSP's service coverage, m, and the MSSP will fulfill such an expectation. 11. We model the hacker's attack as random draws without replacement. So, the expected number of systems (excluding j) compromised by the hacker is the proportion of clients effectively protected by the MSSP, S (1 -q i )/(n -1), multiplied by the hacker's attack coverage, which is, ex post, na -1 when client j was attacked and na when client j was not attacked. We assume that the client population is sufficiently large relative to the hacker's attack coverage, A (which, given n, determines a), the number of MSSP's clients, m, and the spillover, e, to the extent that L j ≤ 1. An alternative approach to model this problem is to assume that client j suffers at most once from other clients' security breaches, which would then ensure that L j ≤ 1. Such a model is, however, analytically intractable. The key contribution of our analysis lies in accounting for spillover among the MSSP's clients due to security interdependency. The functional form of such spillover is of secondary importance (see also [55] ).
12. By Equation (12) , because the equilibrium q s * increases in m * , the chance for the MSSP's clients' systems to be directly hacked, a(1 -q s * ), decreases with multiple interdependent clients. Their utility in Lemma 2 stays the same as that in Lemma 1 because of the negative spillovers from others.
13. We define social welfare as the sum of all n clients' utilities and the MSSP's profit. 14. It is straightforward to prove the "dual" version of Proposition 4-that is, the decrease in social welfare due to system interdependency is particularly large when the mandatory security requirement is high, q _ > av/c k . The implication is that with a high mandatory security requirement, it is better to encourage the MSSP to "disconnect" his clients. This could be achieved by, for example, using separate server management systems and segmented or independent service platforms. In practice, however, it seems easier to adjust the security requirement level than to change the technology for managed security services.
15. We used the following parameters to generate , t = 0, 1, and the total number of clients, m 0 * + m 1 * , is ambiguous. Also, it is obvious that when q _ ≤ av 0 /c k , then the mandatory security requirement is immaterial.
18. If z ≥ n, each MSSPs will serve one client, and q s * = av/c s . 19. Our analysis treats z as an exogenous parameter, and so in the oligopoly setting the MSSPs may still earn an abnormal profit. realistically, as long as the MSSPs could make a positive profit, the market may continue to evolve with new entrants entering to share the profits. Hence, without other "frictions" or entry barriers, the managed security service market may degenerate into a perfectly competitive one, which, as we have mentioned, is generally good for social welfare. However, factors such as proprietary technology, transaction costs between the MSSP and clients, MSSPs' reputation, and so forth, may prevent clients from freely switching from one MSSP to another and facilitate an oligopoly.
20. We could only draw the implications based on a partial equilibrium analysis. A complete equilibrium analysis is tedious and analytically intractable.
21. Empirically, using an international panel of attack data, Png et al. [43] has found that the number of information security attacks is not affected by domestic enforcements or unemployment rates. This seems to be consistent with limited hacker resources, that is, a binding A ÿ . For further evidence, see gershwin [22] .
22. We used the following parameters to generate Figure 9 : n = 10, c s = 1, c k = 2, v = 10, A = 0.05, e = 0.05.
23. In the CardSystems' failure example that we cited in the Introduction, one wonders if the Merrick Bank would have lost its customers' credit card numbers had it not outsourced the payment processing to CardSystems. Also, the "clustering" of clients in an MSSP network, such as a cloud-based security platform or the use of common security protocols, naturally makes the network a bigger target for hackers.
24. A related issue is privacy audit. There has been a growing concern about consumer privacy on the Internet (see, e.g., [1, 25, 28, 38] ). The European union and some other countries have enforced the use of privacy protection by data collectors. Many trust seal issuers, such as Truste and BBBOnLine, profess to notarize organizations' data practices. Our research implies that if the government mandates organizations to protect consumer privacy, then auditing the practices of trust seal issuers may not be advisable. However, the governments should ensure that these trust seal issuers assume a liability ex ante in case of data breaches. This is not commonly practiced at the moment. 
